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From: cole.stuart@lexevia.com

Sent: Friday, September 20, 2013 1:44 PM

To: matthew.green@bbklaw.com

 
 Mr. Green:
 
For your convenience I am forwarding an email string received yesterday from our file hosting
service at WordPress.com below.  WordPress has received two “takedown” threats from Detective
Ken Smith, who asserts that a third party link to an unreacted copy of the original complaint from a
blogger unaffiliated with CCFC (“unhappygrammy-grandparentsblog.blogspot.com”) is in his words
“STILL ILLEGAL”.  Detective Smith asserts that the link is “probably an oversight” but “STILL AGAINST
THE LAW.”  Please see my Ex Parte Application for a Temporary Harassment Restraining Order
previously filed and referenced for our position on this issue.  
By separate correspondence I have advised Detective Smith that his threats and legal claims are
incorrect, without basis in law, and themselves illegal, and demanded that he cease and desist
therefrom.  He continues to fail and refuse to do so.
 
Please be advised that we consider Detective Smith’s (and any other entity’s) threats to be
additional and further violations of 18 U.S.C. sec. 1503, 1505, 1512, 1513, and will seek redress
under these sections and including restraining orders under sec. 1514 at the appropriate time. 
However, in the interim, and solely as a courtesy to your clients, I have removed the file which was
linked by the third party “unhappygrammy” site.
 
I ask that you immediately take all actions necessary to assure that no entity affiliated with your
clients, including law enforcement, continue the illegal harassment and abuse as outlined in the
referenced pleadings.
 
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
 
Colbern Stuart
California Coalition for Families and Children
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From: Bryan - WordPress.com

Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2013 4:46 PM

To: cole.stuart@lexevia.com

 
Hi Cole,

We've recently received the following communications from Det. Ken Smith regarding your blog on
September 6th and September 13th, respectively:

-- Begin document #1 --

Revisiting the filing by Mr. Stuart on his blog site and in regards to the linked pdf file here:

http://croixsdadsblog.files.wordpress.com/2013/08/c c-v-sdcba-verified-complaint-and-cover-
sheet-for-filing.pdf

or possibly here

http://croixsdadsblog.files.wordpress.com/2013/08/c c-v-sdcba-verified-complain t-and-cover-
sheet-for-filing.pdf

This is yet another UN-REDACTED version, which still has all the Judicial addresses. It is being
pointed to from a site that is NOT controlled by your company, however, I am contacting them as
well. The link for that blog is here

http://www.unhappygrammy-grandparentsblog.blogspot.com/2013/08/families-fighting-back-rico-
lawsuit-on.html

If you click on the photo in that article, it points to the un-redacted copy on your (Stuart’s) server.

This is probably an oversight by the posting entity HOWEVER, it is STILL AGAINST THE LAW per
6254.21 GC to post this information. Can you please remove it until the offending party redacts it?

-- End document #1 --

-- Begin document #2 --

There is still an unredacted copy of the document posted by Mr. Stuart at this link

http://croixsdadsblog.files.wordpress.com/2013/08/c c-v-sdcba-verified-complaint-and-cover-
sheet-for-filing.pdf

or possibly here

http://croixsdadsblog.files.wordpress.com/2013/08/c c-v-sdcba-verified-complain t-and-cover-
sheet-for-filing.pdf
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I know Mr. Stuart has a redacted version but somehow this one must have been overlooked. It still
has the addresses of 5 Superior Court Judges which is against the law per GC 6254.21 and needs to
be taken down and replaced with the redacted version.

-- End document #2 --

Please let us know when you've posted the redacted version.

Best,

Bryan V.
Community Guardian
WordPress.com | Automattic




